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Why Standards-Based Grading
and Reporting?
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The purpose of a grade is to communicate
progress and achievement to parents and
students



Standards-Based Grading and Reporting
(SBGR) gives a clear picture of academic
achievement aligned to the content standards


Content Standards = What students need to
know and be able to do at their grade level

What is Standards-Based Grading
and Reporting?
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SBGR = Standards-Based Grading and Reporting


Grading and marks are based on the academic
achievement of the student,



Compares each students’ performance to preset standards,
not to the performance of other students, and

 This year’s emphasis will be to help teachers create
a valid body of evidence by using trends and most
recent evidence of learning rather than a
percentage grade of all assigned work

What is Standards-Based Grading
and Reporting?
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The reporting of academic achievement is
separate from learning behaviors
1.

Achievement = what students know,
understand, and are able to do

2.

Learning Behaviors = Collaboration, Work Ethic,
Personal Responsibility, Civic Responsibility


Learning Behavior scores are only reported, they do not
affect a student’s academic grade



Learning Behavior scores may affect a student’s extracurricular eligibility
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Benefits



Helps teachers and students focus and adjust
instruction and learning



Teaches students what quality looks like



Student revision of work leads to higher
learning and improved accountability and
engagement



Rewards students for academic growth
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Benefits



Reports most recent evidence and
trends of student learning



Gives students, parents, and
teachers a clear picture of learning
and mastery



Improves student motivation
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D51 Common Rubric
4

3

2

1

IE

Advanced

Proficient

Partially Proficient

Unsatisfactory

Insufficient Evidence

The student regularly
meets and at times
exceeds (more depth /
extension with grade
level work and/or
performing at higher
than grade / course
level) the standard as
described by the grade
level expectations. The
student extends and
applies key concepts,
processes and skills for
grade level.

The student
regularly meets the
standard as it is
described by the
grade level
expectations. The
student, with limited
errors, grasps and
applies key
concepts, processes
and skills for grade
level.

The student is
beginning to, and
occasionally does,
meet the standards as
described by grade
level expectations.
The student is
beginning to grasp
and apply the key
concepts, processes
and skills for the
grade level work but
produces work that
contains many errors.

The student is not
meeting the standard
as is described by
grade level
expectations for this
grade level.

The student has not
provided enough
evidence to make a
determination of his/her
proficiency as described
by grade level
expectations.

D51 Learning Behaviors Rubric
4 = Advanced

Collaboration

Work Ethic

3 = Proficient

2 = Partially Proficient
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1 = Unsatisfactory

Regularly
participates and
works effectively
with
others/group
Regularly
acknowledges
authority and
takes direction
Regularly uses
teamwork and
leadership skills
effectively

Usually participates
and works
effectively with
others/group
Usually
acknowledges
authority and takes
direction with some
teacher redirection
and/or
encouragement
Usually uses
teamwork and
leadership skills
effectively

Sometimes does not
participate or
cooperate with
others/group
Sometimes does not
acknowledges
authority and needs
more teacher
redirection and/or
encouragement
Sometimes does not
use teamwork and
leadership skills
effectively

Rarely participates,
cooperates and often
disrupts others/group
Rarely acknowledges
authority and
constantly needs
teacher redirection
and/or
encouragement
Rarely uses teamwork
and leadership skills
effectively

Regularly
manages time
effectively and
completes all
practice in a
timely manner
Regularly learns
from instruction
and feedback
Regularly
prepared for
class with all
necessary
materials

Usually manages
time effectively
and usually
completes all
practice in a timely
manner
Usually learns from
instruction and
feedback
Usually prepared
for class with all
necessary materials

Sometimes manages
time effectively and
sometimes completes
all practice in a timely
manner
Sometimes learns from
instruction and
feedback
Sometimes prepared
for class with all
necessary materials

Rarely manages time
effectively and rarely
completes all practice
in a timely manner
Rarely learns from
instruction and
feedback
Rarely prepared for
class with all necessary
materials

D51 Learning Behaviors Rubric
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(Continued)
4 = Advanced

Civic
Responsibility

Personal
Responsibility

3 = Proficient

2 = Partially Proficient

1 = Unsatisfactory

Regularly
respects the
rights of others
and follows
classroom and
school rules
Regularly
accepts that
our society is
made up of a
diverse
population

Usually respects the
rights of others and
usually follows
classroom and
school rules
Usually accepts
that our society is
made up of a
diverse population

Sometimes respects the
rights of others or needs
adult/peer guidance to
follow classroom and
school rules
Sometimes accepts
that our society is made
up of a diverse
population

Rarely respects the
rights of others,
including adults, and
disregards classroom
and school rules
Rarely accepts that
our society is made up
of a diverse population

Regularly takes
responsibility
for own actions
Regularly takes
initiative and
responsibility
for his/her own
learning
Regularly plans
and prioritizes
goals

Usually takes
responsibility
for own actions
Usually takes
initiative and
responsibility
for his/her own
learning
Usually plans and
prioritizes goals

Sometimes takes
responsibility
for own actions
Sometimes takes
initiative and
responsibility
for his/her own learning
Sometimes plans and
prioritizes goals

Rarely takes
responsibility
for own actions
Rarely takes initiative
and responsibility
for his/her own learning
Rarely plans and
prioritizes goals
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Grading Practices
 Use

of a common 4 point rubric in
reporting scores

 Common

learning behavior rubric

 Academic

achievement and
learning behaviors reported
separately

Parent Bridge
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Parent Bridge
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Parent Bridge
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Parent Bridge
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Report Card Example

Academic Grade

Learning Behavior
Grade
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Assessments
Formative

Summative

“We are practicing!”


These scores provide
feedback to teachers and
students during the course
of learning about the gap
between a student’s current
and desired performance
so that action can be taken
to close the gap.



Formative Assessments are
NOT calculated into a
student’s overall proficiency
rating.

“Show what you know!”


An assessment is considered
summative when it is
designed to provide
information to be used in
making judgments about a
student’s achievement at
the end of a period of
instruction, (i.e., tests, exams,
final drafts, projects, or
performances).



Summative Assessments ARE
calculated into a student’s
overall proficiency rating.
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Proficiency Levels
4

= Advanced

3

= Proficient

2

= Partially Proficient

1

= Unsatisfactory

 IE

= Insufficient Evidence
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D51 Common Rubric
4

3

2

1

IE

Advanced

Proficient

Partially Proficient

Unsatisfactory

Insufficient Evidence

The student regularly
meets and at times
exceeds (more depth /
extension with grade
level work and/or
performing at higher
than grade / course
level) the standard as
described by the grade
level expectations. The
student extends and
applies key concepts,
processes and skills for
grade level.

The student
regularly meets the
standard as it is
described by the
grade level
expectations. The
student, with limited
errors, grasps and
applies key
concepts, processes
and skills for grade
level.

The student is
beginning to, and
occasionally does,
meet the standards as
described by grade
level expectations.
The student is
beginning to grasp
and apply the key
concepts, processes
and skills for the
grade level work but
produces work that
contains many errors.

The student is not
meeting the standard
as is described by
grade level
expectations for this
grade level.

The student has not
provided enough
evidence to make a
determination of their
proficiency as described
by grade level
expectations.
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Reassessment Procedure


A Reassessment Procedure has been established to provide
structure and consistency to how, what, and when students
can re-take formative and summative work.



This procedure will be shared with all parents and students.



Teachers will require a “re-learning session or activity” for
students before a retake is allowed.



Depending on the time of year, such as the end of a quarter
or school year, a student may have limited opportunities to
reassess.
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SBGR Goals
1.

The proficiency rating students receive in the classrooms will
become more consistent with other summative assessments, i.e.
TCAP, Star assessments,

2.

Grading and scoring will be more consistent across middle
schools,

3.

SBGR grading and reporting will give student, parents, and
teachers a clear picture of learning and mastery,

4.

Students will continue to have opportunities to revise and
improve,
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SBGR Goals

5.

Teachers will be able to focus and adjust
instruction and learning,

6.

Students will be rewarded for learning and
growth that is shown from early formative
assessments through summative assessments.

7.

Students will be able to explain expectations
for “proficient” and “advanced” work

